Remark. The general recursion of the lemma always defines a function. In fact, for every n, there is a unique pair r, s with n = J(r, s), so Fn = B'Ar.
Proof. If J, K, and L are adjoined to the usual initial functions in the standard definition of primitive recursive functions, then recursion can be replaced by iterations of the form (1) G(x, 0) = Ax, G(x,Sy) = BG(x,y).
(See R. M. Robinson [3, p. 932] .) Since / is an initial function, we can replace this iteration scheme by the general recursion of the lemma. Namely, if F is defined by FJ(I, 0)=A and FJ(K, SL) =BF, then the function G defined by (1) is FJ(x, y). Hence every primitive recursive function is obtained from the usual initial functions together with J, K, and L by general recursion of the form in the lemma and substitution.
To obtain functions of one variable by substitution, it is always sufficient to use substitution only to define functions of one variable. The only initial function of more than one variable which yields new functions of one variable by substitution is /. Hence besides compositions of functions of one variable, we must allow F -J(A, B) to be constructed from previously obtained functions A and B. Hence all primitive recursive functions of one variable are obtained from 0, I, S, K, and L by compositions, pairings, and general recursions of the form given in the lemma. Since I = J(K, L), we can omit I from the initial functions. (This proof closely parallels the proof given by R. M. Robinson in §7 of [3] . A more detailed discussion will be found there.)
Proof of the Theorem. Let 01 be the class of functions obtainable We still must check that A* and B* satisfy (ii) given that A and B do. For every n, there are r and 5 so that n = J(r, s). By hypothesis s = BkAt for some * and *, so iB*)kA*Jir, t)=j[r, BkAt)=Jir, s) =n. Hence n belongs to (R((73*)M*) and (ii) holds. Therefore if F is in (R, so also is F*.
Next we will show that if A and B are in 01, then JiA, B) is in (R. Now JiA, B) = JiL, K)A*JiL, K)B*JiI, I).
To check this, notice that 7(7, K)A* = JiL, K)JiK, AL) = JiAL, K), JiL, K)B* = 7(737, K).
Hence 7(7, K)A*JiL, K)B*JiI, I) = JiAL, K)JiBL, X)7(7, 7) = JiAK, 737)7(7, 7) = /(J, B).
Both /(7>, X) and Jil, 7) are in 61 as we see from the following series of definitions by general recursions: 7(0, 7)0 = 7(7, 0)0, 7(0,1)S = JiK, SL)JiO, I); JiSK, 7)7(7, 0) = 7(7, 0)S, JiSK, 7)7(iT, SL) = JiK, SL)JiSK, L); JiL, K)JiI, 0) = 7(0, 7), JiL, K)JiK, SL) = JiSK, 7)7(7, K); 7(7, 7)0 = 7(7, 0)0, Jil, I)S = JiSK, L)JiK, SL)JiI, I).
We have already seen that (ii) holds in each of these case, so the definitions are legitimate. Hence JiA, B) is in 0*1.
Hence by the lemma, every primitive recursive function belongs to 01 provided there is a pairing function / such that Jil, 0) and We say that the equation a=fi is derivable from a system 2 of functional equations if there is a chain of equations ai= ■ ■ ■ = an (n=l) such that ai=a, an=fi, and for each t, at+i is obtained from at by replacing a part y of at by 5 where 7 = 5 or 5=7 belongs to 2.
A system 2(5, F, Ui, ■ ■ ■ ) of functional equations defines a particular function if 2 has a unique solution in which 5 is the successor function, and in this solution Pis the required function. Even though 2 defines F, it may not provide any way to compute the values of F. Indeed, every hyperarithmetical function can be defined by some system of functional equations [2] . Hence in general there is no way at all to compute a function defined by a system of functional equations.
Example. The equations But (3) does not define the function 0. Indeed, any constant function can be substituted for 0 in (3) and it will still be satisfied. However, the system consisting of (2) and (3) ii) 2 has a unique solution in which S is the successor function and 0 is the zero function. In this solution, F is the given function.
(ii) For all natural numbers n and m, the equation FSn0 = Sm0 is derivable from 2 */ and only if Fn = m.
Remarks. The "only if" part of (ii) follows from (i) since F satisfies 2 with 5 and O the successor and zero functions, it must also satisfy any equation derived from 2. If (ii) holds, we say the values of F can be derived from 2. The theorem corresponding to Corollary 1 for functions of any number of variables was proved by Kreisel and Tait [l] .
Proof. Start with the equations 00 = 0, 0S = 0.
To obtain 2 for a recursive function F, adjoin a sequence of equations corresponding to successive definitions of new functions by compositions and general recursions from 0, S, and functions already defined, ending with a definition of F. This is possible by the theorem. Clearly, 2 satisfies (i) since each function introduced is uniquely determined by its defining equations from earlier functions. Then GS"0 will be derivable from 2' if and only if n is in 03 (F). The function Go given by G0n = 0 if n E 03(P), = 1 otherwise satisfies 2' and hence GSnO = 0 cannot be derived from 2' if nE G3(P)-Since 03 (F) is not recursive, there is no general method of telling whether or not an arbitrary equation of the form a = 0 is derivable from 2'.
